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[1] We have conducted double‐shear biaxial deformation
experiments in layers of NaCl within its fully‐plastic (FP)
regime up to large shear strains (g < 50) with velocity
steps. From this, we have empirically formulated a rate‐
and state‐dependent flow law which explains the transient
mechanical behavior. The steady state flow stress in the
FP regime can be explained by a power‐law with a stress
exponent ∼8.5 and an activation enthalpy of ∼1.3 eV, with
the instantaneous response having a higher stress exponent
(13 ± 8), although there is data scatter. The transition
to brittle regime is associated with weakening from the
ductile flow law. In FP regime, the mechanical response
is characterized by a monotonic decay to a new steady
state while in the transitional regime, by a peak‐decay
behavior. The transient flow law obtained here is of
considerable importance in the study of the brittle‐ductile
transition in rocks. Citation: Noda, H., and T. Shimamoto
(2010), A rate‐ and state‐dependent ductile flow law of polycrys-
talline halite under large shear strain and implications for transi-
tion to brittle deformation, Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L09310,
doi:10.1029/2010GL042512.

1. Introduction

[2] Halite (NaCl) is one of the rock‐forming minerals
which undergoes a brittle‐ductile transition under experi-
mentally convenient conditions, and thus is often used as
an analogue material to investigate rock deformation me-
chanisms near the down‐dip limit of the seismogenic zone
[e.g., Shimamoto, 1986; Kawamoto and Shimamoto, 1997;
Niemeijer and Spiers, 2006]. In addition, it has importance in
related fields such as engineering and environment; halite
forms salt domes which can potentially act as a cap rock for
petroleum and natural or injected gas, as well as the storage
of nuclear waste. The formulation of a ductile flow law for
NaCl which includes the transient behavior is important if
such problems are to be realistically considered. It provides
fundamental information on the brittle‐ductile transition by
giving one of the end members. In spite of these sig-
nificances, such a law has been poorly investigated, espe-
cially at large shear strains which are relevant to natural
conditions. Previous studies on the deformation mechanism

of NaCl under its fully‐plastic condition [e.g., Verrall et al.,
1977; Frost and Ashby, 1982] are based on a series of
compression, tensile, bending, and hardness tests in which
large shear strains and transient changes in the strain rate are
difficult to apply. In order to study the constitutive law at a
large strain, other methods are required. Note that in this
paper, the “fully‐plastic” (FP) condition or regime is defined
as a condition or a range of conditions where the flow stress
of the material has little dependence on the mean stress or
normal stress, following the definition by Kawamoto and
Shimamoto [1997].
[3] In this study, we have conducted double‐shear biaxial

deformation experiments (inset in Figure 1a) with steps in
the load point velocity (LPV), and conducted iterative
least‐squares fitting [Reinen and Weeks, 1993; Noda and
Shimamoto, 2009] in order to determine the constitutive
parameters appearing in an assumed transient flow law. This
method has been developed for decades for the purpose of
investigating frictional constitutive laws in which the flow
stress is approximately proportional to the normal stress.
However, the application of this method to the ductile shear
zone is new and turns out to be very significant as shown in
the following section.

2. Methodology

[4] We conducted a series of experiments on layers of
polycrystalline NaCl using a high‐temperature biaxial de-
formation apparatus at Hiroshima University [Kawamoto
and Shimamoto, 1997, 1998]. These layers were sand-
wiched between host rocks consisting of gabbro brocks,
with a NaCl layer thickness of ∼0.4 mm, 5 cm long in the
shear direction and 4 cm wide. The combination of such thin
shear zones and the ability to produce long slip displace-
ments (∼20 mm) enables us to produce a very large shear
strain (g = macroscopic slip/shear zone width) up to 50,
which is the significant advantage of this experimental
configuration. The faces of host rocks in contact with the
NaCl layers were polished using #60 carborundom. We put
1.5 g of NaCl powder (<100 mm in diameter) on the side
blocks, assembled the blocks, and pre‐compacted the layers
at the given experimental conditions for about 1 hour before
applying shear deformation.
[5] First, we retested the brittle‐ductile transition observed

by Kawamoto and Shimamoto [1997] by changing the
normal stress and the temperature in steps, using crushed
rock salt (Sicily) and synthetic NaCl. Then, we focused on
the transient behavior in the FP regime for synthetic NaCl
by conducting a series of velocity step tests (abrupt changes
in LPV). These were conducted at temperatures ranging
from 185–500°C, and at a shear strain rate ( _� = macroscopic
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slip rate/shear zone width) on the order of 10−3–10−1/s every
1.5 mm of the load point displacement (about 3.75 in g).
We applied a normal stress of 39.2 MPa to prevent brittle
deformation.
[6] The mechanical data for each of the velocity steps are

used to determine the parameters appearing in the consti-
tutive law which is described in the following section by
conducting iterative least‐squares fitting [Reinen and Weeks,
1993; Noda and Shimamoto, 2009]. For detailed numerical
methodology, see Noda and Shimamoto [2009].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Overall BehaviorWhenCrossing the Brittle‐Ductile
Transition

[7] Figure 1a shows the overall behavior when crossing
the brittle‐ductile transition for crushed rock salt. At low
temperatures and low normal stresses, we observed an in-
crease in the shear stress with increasing normal stress,
which is a characteristic of brittle behavior. Also, we ob-
tained stick‐slip events, indicating that the friction is rate‐
weakening. Note that if stick‐slip events occur, it is difficult
to further investigate the constitutive law accounting for a
transient behavior. Also note that the horizontal axis in
Figure 1 represents the load point displacement (sum of slip

displacement of the shear zone and deformation of spacers
and host rocks) from the start of the experiments divided by
the shear zone thickness, and not the actual plastic shear
strain of the shear zone.
[8] At 18.1 MPa and 172°C, the rapid stick‐slip events

disappear. Within this transitional regime we occasionally
observe an oscillatory behavior or slow stick‐slip events
(Figure 1b). We would like to emphasise that it is hasty to
directly compare this behavior to naturally observed slow
slip events or slow earthquakes near the down‐dip limit of
large earthquakes [e.g., Obara, 2002; Hirose and Obara,
2005; Ide et al., 2007]. In the lab‐frictional experiments,
the transition between stable and unstable sliding depends
on the machine stiffness in addition to the frictional con-
stitutive law, and it has long been understood that the sliding
behavior becomes oscillatory near the transition between
stable sliding and stick‐slip [Ruina, 1983; Rice and Ruina,
1983; Gu et al., 1984]. In order to understand the slow
events, we have to consider the coupling of a fault consti-
tutive law and a surrounding medium [e.g., Liu and Rice,
2005].
[9] As the temperature increases further, the flow stress

decreases even with increasing normal stress. This is a
characteristic within the FP regime where the effect of
temperature becomes more important than that of the normal
stress [Kawamoto and Shimamoto, 1997].

Figure 1. (a) Experimental results for crushed rock‐salt
crossing the brittle‐ductile transition by varying temperature
and normal stress. The inset shows the specimen assembly.
(b) A magnified plot of Figure 1a (indicated by dashed
square) showing slow stick‐slips near the brittle‐ductile
transition. Scales for time are indicated for before and after
a velocity step.

Figure 2. (a) Mechanical behavior observed for a series for
velocity step tests at different temperatures (185°C, 370°C,
and 500°C). s = 39.2 MPa. (b) Steady‐state shear stress
as a function of strain rate at different temperatures.
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3.2. Ductile Flow Law With Transient Behavior

[10] Figure 2a shows a series of velocity step tests con-
ducted mainly within the FP regime. Most of the (positive/
negative) velocity steps are followed by monotonic (positive/
negative) decays in the flow stress towards its new steady
state value, tss, with a minor contribution from the long‐
wavelength perturbation. Exceptions to this are seen at low
temperature (185°C) and high strain rates which show a
peak‐decay behavior (inset in Figure 2a). These cases are
affected by the frictional constitutive law which predicts
such a behavior for an abrupt jump in the slip rate [Dieterich,
1979]. tss defined just before the velocity steps are plotted in
Figure 2b. tss diverges from a power law at this transitional
regime.
[11] For the steady state flow stress in the FP regime, we

have adopted

_� ¼ c�ss
n exp �H=kBTð Þ: ð1Þ

where n is a stress exponent at a steady state, c is a constant,
H is the activation enthalpy, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and T is the absolute temperature. Our experimental data
is explained by equation (1) with n and H about 8.5 and
1.3 eV, respectively. These values are consistent with previous
studies conducted under similar conditions by Kawamoto and
Shimamoto [1997]. Though the very high stress exponent
may represent the experimental condition is nearing a power
law breakdown, we use the power law for the purpose of

empirical fit to the mechanical data. Note that the shear strain
used in this work is much larger than what is typically used to
investigate the flow law of crystalline materials.
[12] We formulate a rate‐ and state‐dependent flow law as

d lnð�=�rÞ ¼ n

m
d ln �ss=�rð Þ þ dY: ð2Þ

where m is a power exponent in an instantaneous response
tr is an arbitrary reference shear stress (e.g. 1 MPa), and Y is
a state variable which evolves by

dY ¼ ðd�=�cÞ � ln �ss=�ð Þ ð3Þ

where gc is the characteristic shear strain of the state evo-
lution. On an ideal increase in _� by a factor of e, t instan-
taneously increases by a factor of exp(1/m) followed by an
asymptotic change by a factor of exp(1/n − 1/m) (inset in
Figure 3a). n ≤ m and n > m yield monotonic and peak‐
decay behaviors, respectively. Previous studies by Mitra
and McLean [1967] and Hart [1970] considered both rate‐
and state‐dependency to deal with work hardening. Pontikis
and Poirier [1975] conducted creep tests with jumps in the
load, and demonstrated a peak‐decay behaviour in the strain
rate which is predicted for the case of n < m.
[13] As t changes, the apparatus itself will inevitably

deform elastically by

d� ¼ ksðdD� d�Þ ¼ ks Udt � wd�ð Þ ð4Þ

Figure 3. Results of least‐squares fitting of a rate‐ and state‐dependent flow law (equations (2)–(4)). Crosses: 185°C,
squares: 370°C, circles: 500°C. (a) An example of fitting to a velocity step test indicated by dashed square in Figure 2a.
(b) Characteristic shear strain for the state evolution, gc. (c) Stress exponent for the steady state, n. (d) Stress exponent
for the instantaneous effect, m.
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where ks is the machine stiffness, D is the load point dis-
placement which is determined by the rotation rate of the
servo‐motor and the gear ratio, d is the slip in the shear
layers, U is LPV, and w is the width of the shear zone as-
sumed to be constant. It has been shown that the elastic
deformation of the apparatus must be taken into considera-
tion in order to accurately determine the parameters [Reinen
and Weeks, 1993; Noda and Shimamoto, 2009].
[14] We have numerically integrated equations (2)–(4),

and fit the solution by solving the least‐squares problem
iteratively to each velocity step after the removal of the
overall trend. An initial steady state is assumed, and U is
changed abruptly upon a velocity step.
[15] The advantage of such biaxial deformation test is the

low noise level as shown in Figure 3a. The experimental
configuration requires neither a jacket around the shear zone
nor a pressure vessel unlike in triaxial sawcut tests, so there
is no need to made a correction to the mechanical data to
account for the strength of the jacket and O‐rings. This
method is suitable for the analysis of transient behaviors, the
amplitude of which is much smaller than the absolute value
of the flow stress. Note that we have also tested both purely
direct (gc = 0) and purely indirect (m = 1) laws. The former
cannot explain the mechanical data well, and the latter is
irrelevant; we have to allow an abrupt change in _� on a
velocity step while t changes continuously. Fitting of the
purely indirect law requires about 3 order of magnitude
larger optimum ks than what is expected from a direct
measurement of a spring constant [Noda and Shimamoto,
2009], and there is no resolution to invert for ks with large
relative error. In the case used in Figure 3a, an optimum
value of ks using a purely indirect law is 7 × 106 MPa/m
with a relative error of 4700%, while the rate‐ and state‐
dependent law yielded ks = (1.65 ± 0.02) × 104 MPa/m.
[16] Figures 3b–3d summarize constitutive parameters as

a function of _�. The velocity steps with peak‐decay behavior
(indicated in Figure 2b) are exempted. The error bars (2s)
obtained by each fitting is plotted only if it is visibly long.
The data scatters more widely than these error bars, indi-
cating that the overall error is determined by the repeat-
ability of the velocity steps. Figure 3b indicates that gc is

independent on _� for more than 2 orders of magnitude,
indicating that the physical process governing the state
evolution is controlled by shear strain rather than time. n
(Figure 3c) is 7.9 ± 1.8 (2s) with an exceptionally high value
near the brittle‐ductile transition. m ranges 13 ± 8 (2s) which
shows large scattering, with n/m being 0.61 ± 0.24 (2s)
omitting points larger than 1 (peak‐decay behavior) which
are affected by a long‐wavelength fluctuation. We would
like to emphasize that the method we took in this work is a
new tool to investigate the transient flow law of a material in
its FP regime with very large strain.
[17] One of the possible mechanisms for the state‐

dependency is the competition of work‐hardening and its
recovery. Further investigation including microstructural
observation is required although the preservation of NaCl
microstructures is challenging as they change very rapidly
after an experiment [Shimamoto and Logan, 1986; Hiraga
and Shimamoto, 1987].

3.3. Transitional Behavior to Brittle Deformation

[18] The transition to peak‐decay behavior is associated
with a decrease in the steady state flow stress from the ex-
trapolation of the flow law in the FP regime (Figures 2b and
4). Reinen et al. [1992] connected the frictional (peak‐
decay) and what they call “flow” (monotonic decay) behaviors
by Maxwell’s chain of two constitutive laws (Figure 4) for
serpentine minerals. Chester and Higgs [1992] also explains
their experiments in quartz gouge using the same model.
The decrease in the steady‐state flow stress at the transition
(Figure 2b) opposes Reinen’s model, and previous work on
the texture of experimentally deformed NaCl [Hiraga and
Shimamoto, 1987] revealed a complicated transition from
one concentrated slip plane to multiple slip planes before
distributed deformation throughout the sample, though the
texture may depend on the rock type. Maxwell’s chain is
applicable if a frictional surface is developed inside a shear
layer. Such a surface is characterized by much smaller real
area of contact than the nominal area of the frictional surface
while the ductile flow of crystalline material is typically
considered neglecting the porosity. Therefore, the transition
to brittle regime should correspond to the decrease in the
contact area which is consistent with the decrease in flow
stress. Also, frictional constitutive laws are usually based on
an exponential law rather than a power law, indicating the
change in the deformation mechanism between the bulk
flow studied in this work and a highly concentrated defor-
mation at contacts on a frictional surface. The actual for-
mulation of the constitutive law in this transitional regime
requires further work including theoretical studies and micro-
structural observations.

4. Summary

[19] We have conducted velocity step tests on shear layers
of NaCl mainly under ductile conditions. The mechanical
data for a velocity step shows a monotonic decay to a new
steady state. By numerical fitting of assumed constitutive
laws to the observed mechanical data, we found a formu-
lation of the transient flow law which has both rate‐ and
state‐dependencies. The parameters appearing in our law
shows little dependency on the experimental conditions (the
temperature and the strain rate). We also observed the
transition to the regime which is characterized by a peak‐

Figure 4. A schematic diagram showing the brittle‐ductile
transition as a function of the strain rate, modified from
Shimamoto [1986]. An expected steady state behavior
from model by Reinen et al. [1992] is shown by heavy
dashed lines.
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decay behavior upon a velocity step. This transition is as-
sociated with a decrease in the steady state flow stress which
is extrapolated from the FP regime, and cannot be explained
by the two mechanism model proposed by Reinen et al.
[1992]. The transient flow law describing this transitional
regime requires further work.

[20] Acknowledgments. We gratefully appreciate the grammatical
check by Tom Mitchell, and comments by Masao Nakatani which im-
proved the manuscript.
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